
We invite submission of research papers, book chapters, and
reviews related to recent advances in quantitative finance
from all areas of finance, risk management, insurance,
fintech, machine learning, artificial intelligence, etc. We
encourage submissions that focus on the development of
modern quantitative finance models, methodologies, and
applications reflecting recent trends in the above-mentioned
areas. Topics of particular interest include but are not limited
to:
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More details at https://tinyurl.com/wsarmqf

Annual Review in Modern
Quantitative Finance

Please send all questions and queries to Andrey Itkin at aitkin@nyu.edu.
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Including Current Aspects of  Fintech,  Risk and Investments
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Submission Instructions

All submissions to Annual Reviews in Modern Quantitative
Finance (ARMQF) are handled electronically. Authors must
submit their manuscripts online via the World Scientific web-
based system (https://www.editorialmanager.com/wspc-boss)
and indicate that they wish to have their submission to be
considered for Annual Review of Modern Quantitative
Finance.

Quantitative finance, financial engineering,
mathematical finance
Computational finance, methods and problems
Pricing of securities, trading and market
microstructures
Risk theory and queuing theory with applications in
insurance and finance
Asset and liability management techniques
Risk measures, solvency and financial instability
Research in cryptocurrencies and related areas
Financial machine learning, artificial intelligence and
corresponding disciplines
Fintech including quantum computing, distributed
ledgers, etc.
Econophysics

New Authors: If you are submitting via this new system for the
first time, you will first be required to register. From the
account you create, you will be able to monitor your
submission and make subsequent submissions.

Papers are published without charge.

Copyright
Research papers and articles submitted to ARMQF should be original
contributions and should not be under consideration for any other
publication at the same time. The contributors warrant that the work is
not an infringement of any existing copyright and will indemnify World
Scientific of any breach of such warranty. The work submitted by the
contributor and published by the journal will become the legal copyright
of World Scientific unless otherwise specified.

General Guidelines
All papers must be submitted in English. Papers can be in either
American or British English, as long as it is kept consistent throughout.

Review Process
All submitted manuscripts will be evaluated in the same manner with
expectations for the same level of rigor and carefulness in methods and
exposition.

ARMQF will have a double-blind review process, which means the
reviewers are not aware of the authors’ identities and vice versa. Only
the assigned Co-editor, Associate Editor, authors and the ARMQF
editorial staff view the reviews.

Ethical Standards
ARMQF strives to uphold the highest ethical standards in academic
publishing.

Reviews: Our Managing Editors and editorial board members seek
to provide timely, open-minded, and constructive feedback to
authors of submitted manuscripts.
Conflict of interest: Managing Editors and editorial board
members will not knowingly handle manuscripts that involve a
conflict of interest (including in relation to any company and/or
commercial product mentioned in an article).
Plagiarism: ARMQF will not knowingly publish plagiarized
research, including that involving self- plagiarism. ARMQF seeks to
avoid self-plagiarism by asking authors of submitted manuscripts to
cite all of their prior relevant research and disclose any overlap in
data with their prior work.
Data use: ARMQF welcomes continuing development of new
research from a database but any new work must complement
other research that uses the data.
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